58” Walk Through ADA Bathing
Tub
Available Models:
GB58WTADA-R
GB58WTADA-L

The Grooming Industries Very First ADA compliant dog grooming tub is now available for anyone managing a commercial or residential building that accommodates all users.
Groomer’s Best ADA Compliant Walk-Through Bathing Tub system features all the conveniences today’s groomer
wants and needs. We’ve manufactured this tub 5” deep with taller legs to enable anybody in a wheelchair access
to the tub. We’ve also lowered the faucet\sprayer for an easy reach, along with adding restraints to the front of
the tub for an easy latch. Perfect for animals of all sizes, and includes our Lift & Slide ramp that allows for the
animals ease of access and tucks away underneath the tub for your convenience. Constructed of 304 stainless
steel. Includes a removable door and animal restraints. It will continue to pamper you with all these conveniences for a lifetime! Specify right or left plumbing. Raised Floor Grates, Plumbing Kit, and accessories available!
Features:








Includes non-slip ramp with lift & slide design, door and leg levelers.
5″ deep and with taller legs so someone in a wheelchair can easily reach over and wash the dog from head to
toe.
Lowered faucets and sprayer so they’re accessible; anyone in a wheelchair can reach them.
Groomers Best exclusive animal restraint system.
Ramp and door are on opposite side of the plumbing
Handcrafted in the USA



3 Year Warranty
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58” Walk Through ADA Bathing Tub
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Available as Left or Right drain.
or right.

3.5” drain hole, located 7” on center from the left

Faucet Holes are pre-punched as a 1” hole 3 holes 4” on center as pictured
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